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NATURAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE HOME THIS HOLIDAY
DiGiacomo Homes is pairing up with local florist and self described "slow
flower" advocate Christine Hoffman of Foxglove Market & Studio this
season for fresh holiday arrangements. (It's our way of saying thank you
to recent clients). If you're not familiar with Hoffman's work, be sure to
check out her website and mention DiGiacomo Homes for discount off
your first order!
Hoffman is committed to sourcing and
using 100% local, chemical-free flowers,
flora and natural elements in her
arrangements.
"By working with what is in season and
mixing in unexpected
elements like fern leaves, fresh herbs, or
shrub trimmings, I uphold my commitment
to unique and expressive floral design as
well as a healthy environment," says
Hoffman.
Wishing you beauty, health and joy this season!
Happy Holidays from Rocky and Gigi DiGiacomo, DiGiacomo Homes

INTERIOR DESIGN
LOOKING FORWARD & BACK: THE COLOR PURPLE GAINS NEW ATTENTION IN
2017

In a rare showing, color experts from nearly all design houses are in agreement that the 2017 "Color of
the Year" will be purple. From soft lilac to deep concord, purple is being paired with just about
everything. Take Benjamin Moore's Shadow (color # 2117-30), shown in the photos above, which adds
a rich warmth to any room when paired with natural woods, black trim, and soft gray walls.
Another purple favorite comes from the Benjamin Moore Williamsburg palette and is called "Carter
Plum" (color #CW-355). Benjamin Moore collaborated with the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation to
recreate Carter Plum and other colors found in early American design. Color experts from Benjamin
Moore worked with scientists from the Foundation to study 18th-century wallpaper, original paint
samples, and historic documents containing paint "recipes" to accurately recreate colors found in some
of America's first Colonial homes.
Purple of nearly any shade makes for the perfect accent color if you're craving something to warm up
the winter days ahead or brighten a space forthe coming spring. Enjoy!

CONTACT US
DiGiacomo Homes & Renovation, Inc. is an award winning, husband and wife,
design-build firm that has been honored to bring timeless beauty, value, and
sustainability to neighborhoods throughout the Twin Cities for more than 25 years.
Our services include site analysis, architectural design, interior design, and
construction. As always, contact us with questions or when ready to begin your
custom home or remodel project.
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